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ABSTRACT

Click-spam in online advertising, where unethical publishers
use malware or trick users into clicking ads, siphons off hun-
dreds of millions of advertiser dollars meant to support free
websites and apps. Ad networks today, sadly, rely primarily
on security through obscurity to defend against click-spam.
In this paper, we present Viceroi, a principled approach to
catching click-spam in search ad networks. It is designed
based on the intuition that click-spam is a profit-making
business that needs to deliver higher return on investment
(ROI) for click-spammers than other (ethical) business mod-
els to offset the risk of getting caught. Viceroi operates
at the ad network where it has visibility into all ad clicks.
Working with a large real-world ad network, we find that
the simple-yet-general Viceroi approach catches over six very
different classes of click-spam attacks (e.g., malware-driven,
search-hijacking, arbitrage) without any tuning knobs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection—Advertising Fraud

Keywords

Click-Spam, Click-Fraud, Invalid Clicks, Traffic Quality

1. INTRODUCTION
Background and motivation. Click-spam in online ad-

vertising, where unethical publishers1 trick users into click-
ing ads or use malware to click on ads, hurts the online econ-
omy by siphoning off millions of advertiser dollars meant
to support free websites and apps [27]. Reputed ad net-
works2 attempt to filter click-spam to increase advertisers’

∗Work done while at Microsoft Research India
1Publishers are websites, apps, or games that show ads in
exchange for a fraction of the revenue generated by ad clicks.
2Ad networks aggregate ads from advertisers and broker
them to publishers, e.g., Google AdSense, Bing Ads, Baidu.
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confidence in their network [29]. Click-spam, however, is an
arms-race and attacks have evolved to avoid detection [4].

Ad networks today filter click-spam reactively and in an
ad-hoc manner — when a specific attack is detected (often
by the impacted advertiser), the ad networks creates a filter
tuned to the detected attack [29]. For example, if an adver-
tiser complains getting thousands of clicks from a single IP
address none of which convert into paying customers, the ad
network may start filtering all clicks from that specific IP ad-
dress (or that /24 subnet). Reactive filtering harms advertis-
ers since attacks may go undetected for months; in one case
it was estimated that click-spammers siphoned off at least
$14 million over 4 years before being taken down [5]. Fur-
thermore, ad-hoc point-solutions are quickly circumvented
by attackers, e.g., avoiding the IP blacklist by using a dis-
tributed botnet, potentially adding months before the attack
is rediscovered by a more savvy advertiser. A controlled
measurement study conducted in 2012 found that major ad
networks still missed ongoing click-spam attacks that ac-
counted for an estimated 10–25% of clicks in the study [4].

Ad networks recognize their point-solutions to be weak
and rely primarily on security through obscurity for protec-
tion — they fiercely guard their filtering techniques in fear
that “unethical [parties] will immediately take advantage of
this information to conduct more sophisticated fraudulent
activities undetectable by [the ad network]’s methods” [29].
The evolution of click-spammalware, however, demonstrates
the futility of relying primarily on security through obscu-
rity. The TDL4 botnet for instance, which is estimated to
have siphoned millions, avoids threshold based filters by per-
forming only one click per IP address per day (but doing so
from millions of bots), avoids browser signature based filters
by plugging into real browsers, and avoids user behavior
based filters by gating malware actions on user actions [4].

Approach and contributions. We had three goals in
designing Viceroi: 1) proactively filter click-spam attacks, 2)
in a way that even after we publicly disclose our approach
it is hard (but perhaps not impossible) for click-spammers
to circumvent, and 3) simple and performant enough that
it can be deployed at Internet scales. Briefly, Viceroi meets
these three goals as follows (Section 4 presents design de-
tails).

First, proactive filtering requires a very general approach
that makes no assumptions about the specific attack mech-
anism. Thus as the click-spammer evolves the attack mech-
anisms over time, the basic filtering approach remains unaf-
fected. A test of whether an approach is general enough in
practice is to see the diversity of attacks the approach can



detect without any tuning parameters. Viceroi detected six
very different classes of ongoing click-spam attacks — includ-
ing malware-driven, search-hijacking, arbitrage, conversion-
fraud, ad-injection, and parked-domains — without any tun-
ing knobs. Section 6 presents detailed case-studies.

Second, publicly disclosing the Viceroi approach without
weakening it (i.e., rejecting the flawed ad networks’ prac-
tice of security primarily through obscurity) requires us to
focus on invariants — something the click-spammer can-
not easily change without undermining his business model.
Viceroi is designed around a simple invariant that we iden-
tified — that a click-spam attack must have higher return-
on-investment (ROI) for the click-spammer than a ethical
publisher to offset the risk of getting caught. Viceroi, in
essence, flags publishers with anomalously high ROI. While
publisher ROI is hard to estimate, in practice we found per-
user revenue a close proxy. To avoid detection by Viceroi,
click-spammers must reduce their per-user revenue to that of
an ethical publisher. At which point, without the economic
incentive to offset the risk of getting caught (by approaches
complementing Viceroi), the net effect is a disincentive to
commit click-spam.

Finally, to operate at Internet scales, Viceroi must deal
with massive volumes of noisy ad network data efficiently
and with low false-positives. Viceroi has very good perfor-
mance on ROC and precision-recall curves (around 90% typ-
ically). Furthermore, in simulated attacks, Viceroi has with-
stood attacks against adversaries several times more power-
ful than the ones known today.

We believe Viceroi meets all three goals as evidenced by a
large ad network deploying several aspects of our approach.

2. TERMINOLOGY
At it’s simplest, online search advertising has three play-

ers; advertisers who want to advertise a product or service,
publishers that run websites (search engines, news sites, blog
sites), mobile apps and games that display the ads, and ad
networks (like Google AdSense, Bing Ads, Baidu, and Ya-
hoo) that connect advertisers with the publishers. There
are two kinds of publishers: publishers owned and oper-
ated (O&O) by the ad network, e.g., google.com shows ads
from Google’s ad network, and syndicated publishers not
controlled by the ad network, e.g., ask.com is a syndicated
publisher for Google ads.

Cost-per-click (CPC) or Pay-per-click (PPC) is the
dominant charging model for search ads — advertisers pay
the ad network only when their ad is clicked. Ad networks
typically pay syndicated publishers 70% of the revenue gen-
erated by ad clicks on their site. While there are other charg-
ing models (e.g., pay per impression, pay per action) we
focus solely on pay-per-click search ads in this paper since
they dominate online ad revenues and are growing [24].

Click-Spam is a click the advertiser pays for where the
user did not intend to visit the advertiser’s page. It in-
cludes clicks through dedicated click-spam malware, acci-
dental clicks, clicks where the user was confused or tricked
into clicking, cases where the user clearly intended to go
somewhere else (e.g., a navigational query for YouTube in a
search engine) which is hijacked into an ad click for some-
thing unrelated to the query, and so on.

Syndicated publishers, because of the strong financial mo-
tive, have been known to fraudulently generate clicks to in-
flate their paychecks [5]. Note that O&O publishers are
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Figure 1: Anatomy of an ad click

unlikely to knowingly generate click-spam since the ad net-
work defrauding its own customers (the advertisers) would
generate massive negative PR resulting in advertisers taking
their business elsewhere.

Ad networks focused on their long-term reputation (if
they are caught being complicit in syndicate generated click-
spam) are driven to filter click-spam and offer discounts to
advertisers to reduce the impact of click-spam.

Anatomy of a ad click. Figure 1 shows the anatomy
of a click. Ad networks provide publishers a library with
which to fetch ads. This may be JavaScript the publisher can
embed into their website or app, or may be server-side code
(e.g., PHP or Java). As shown in step 3, the JavaScript code
(running in the user’s browser) or PHP/Java code (running
in the publisher’s webserver — not shown) contacts the ad
network’s server to fetch a set of ads that it populates the
website/app with. The code identifies the publisher when
contacting the ad network’s server, which logs the request.
This is called an ad impression (step 4). Each ad returned
(step 5) contains a unique identifier that is used for tracking
clicks on that ad.

If the user clicks the ad (step 6), the user’s browser (or
app) makes an HTTP request to the ad network with the
unique identifier for that ad impression (step 7), which logs
the ad click (step 8). The log record contains the unique
identifier, which is used to lookup the ad advertiser that will
be charged (and how much), the publisher that will be paid,
the user that originally fetched the ad (for fraud detection),
and so on. Every single ad click is logged by the ad network.

The HTTP response to the above request redirects the
browser to the advertiser’s webpage (typically using HTTP
302 response code; steps 9–11). The ad network cannot, in
general, track the user’s activity on the advertiser site. An
advertiser can choose to embed JavaScript code provided
by the ad network into certain pages (e.g., payment con-
firmation page, mailing list subscription page). When (if)
the user visits the marked pages (step 14), the JavaScript
informs the ad network that the user has performed some
action deemed desirable by the advertiser (step 15). This
is called an ad conversion. The ad network uses cookies to
link conversion events back to the unique identifier of the ad



impression and ad click (step 16); the conversion event may
take place hours or days after the original ad click.

The ad network uses the conversion signal (or lack thereof)
to provide bulk discounts to the advertiser as per the smart-
pricing algorithm [6,8]. The intuition behind smart-pricing
is that if a publisher sends traffic that doesn’t lead to de-
sirable actions (like buying, email signups), then the traffic
is not useful to the advertiser. The smart-pricing algorithm
computes a penalty score for syndicated publishers. The
lesser the traffic converts for that publisher, the higher the
publisher’s penalty score, and the more the discount offered
to all advertisers for clicks on their ads when shown on that
publisher’s site, and thus the less the money paid out to that
publisher.

3. RELATED WORK
Ad networks and click-spam. Little is known about how

ad networks fight click-spam. Commissioned as part of a
lawsuit settlement between advertisers and Google, Tuzhilin
in [29] reports on his external audit of Google’s click-spam
filtering system as of July 2006. The system passively an-
alyzes every ad click from log data. It contains several fil-
ters each tuned to catching a very specific attack signature.
Viceroi can be implemented as such a filter in an ad network.

Characterizing Click-spam. There have been several stud-
ies that characterize the nature of click-spam, elaborating on
specific attacks [1, 2, 20, 21] after they have been detected.
Viceroi differs from these as it flags malicious publishers,
regardless of the attack vectors. There has also been some
work on traffic quality provided by purchased traffic [28,32].
A broader measurement study finds that the current gener-
ation of click-spam is generated with a wide variety of bot
and non-bot mechanisms where users are tricked into click-
ing on ads [4]. The study [4] uses bluff ads [10], which is an
active measurement technique. Viceroi on the other hand is
purely passive.

Click-spam detection. Research in click-spam detection
has focused almost exclusively on (early generation) bots.
Sbotminer [31] detects search engine bots by looking for
anomalies in query distribution. Others, such as Sleuth [19]
and detectives [18] detect unusual collusion among users’
associated with diverse publishers (that may be indicative
of bot behavior). PremiumClicks [13], Bluff ads [10] and
User-Driven Access Control [25] aim to authenticate user
presence (as opposed to automated bots) to mitigate click-
spam. Viceroi is a more general approach that proactively
targets all forms of click-spam including non-bot mecha-
nisms (like arbitrage, and search-hijacking) as well as so-
phisticated bots.

Spam and Click-spam. A lot of work has been done to
understand the spam ecosystem. [14, 17]. While both spam
and click-spam are Internet abuses used for profiteering, the
economics of spam and click-spam are different. Click-spam
through search hijacking requires the spammer to pay 18¢
per install [3] (i.e., $180K for 1M installs in 2011), and nets a
fraction of the per-click revenue (typically less than $1) per-
user per-day. In contrast email spam costs almost nothing
to send to 1M users ($20 to rent [23]), and nets $30 per
victim [17] per-campaign. Spam needs a real product being
peddled and a market for the same, while click-spam does
not. The low-margin many-users nature of click-spam makes
the economics fundamentally different from the high-margin
few-victims nature of traditional spam.

4. VICEROI DESIGN
We begin first with the insight behind Viceroi, followed

by the detailed design.

4.1 Insight
As mentioned, our goal is to design a click-spam filter-

ing approach that does not rely on security through obscu-
rity, and cannot easily be circumvented by click-spammers.
Past approaches have looked for anomalies in ad impressions,
clicks, conversions, browser signatures, timing analysis, user
behavior, etc. Unfortunately, none of these are tamper-proof
— malware that has complete control of a computer can fake
any of these with ease.

Profit. For click-spam to be economically viable, the click-
spammer must turn a profit, i.e., the revenue he collects from
each click must (on average) cover his costs for generating
that click.

Generally speaking, there is a fixed cost and an incremen-
tal cost (per-click) for the click-spammer. Click-spammers
renting botnets to generate clicks must pay the botmaster.
Click-spammers using cheap human labor to generate clicks
(in click-farms) must pay the workers. Click-spammers us-
ing arbitrage to generate clicks (described later) must pay for
cheap ads on a second ad network to acquire users. Click-
spammers laundering clicks from adult sites must pay the
adult website to acquire clicks [11]. When the click-spammer
has control over the user or user’s computer (e.g., click-farm
or botnet), the fixed cost for getting that control is high
(typically, in the tens of cents [15, 22]) but there is little if
any incremental cost since the click-spammer can generate
as many clicks as needed. When the click-spammer buys
individual clicks (e.g., arbitrage, click laundering), there is a
per-click incremental-cost (typically, on the order of 1¢ [9])
and little if any fixed costs.

Revenues are incremental, i.e., the click-spammer makes
money for each ad click (there is no fixed component). The
click-spammer turns a profit if his fixed costs (amortized
over all clicks) plus his incremental costs per-click are (on
average) lower than his incremental per-click revenue.

Risk. For click-spam to be economically desirable, the
click-spammer must turn a higher profit than an ethical pub-
lisher to offset the risk of the click-spammer getting caught.
Since click-spammers can be legally penalized [5], if he were
not making higher profits than an ethical publisher, then it
would be strictly safer for the click-spammer to make the
same profit ethically and not run the risk of legal actions.
Potential for higher profits gives an click-spammer the in-
centive for taking higher risk.

Insight: A click-spammer has higher ROI than
ethical publishers. In a sense, this higher ROI justifies
the higher risk the click-spammer must carry, regardless of
the specific mechanism the click-spammer is using to commit
click-spam.

4.2 Intuition
As discussed above, there are only four variables that con-

trol the click-spammer’s profits: (i) fixed and (ii) incremen-
tal costs of generating the click, (iii) the number of clicks
the fixed-cost is amortized over, and the (iv) incremental
revenue per-click. Of these the click-spammer cannot con-
trol his fixed- or incremental- costs since they are set by
the underground market for purchasing bots, cheap labor,
and clicks. To command higher profits than ethical pub-
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Figure 2: Intuition behind Viceroi. Idealized illustration (for
clarity) based on actual ad network log data.

lishers the click-spammer has exactly two options. First, to
increase the number of clicks his fixed-costs are amortized
over. And second, to increase his incremental revenue by
clicking on more lucrative ads. More clicks as well as clicks
on more expensive ads (per-user) results in more revenue
(per-user) as compared to ethical publishers.

In its simplest form, Viceroi could look for higher than
expected revenue per user for a given publisher. Putting
this into practice complicates matters slightly.

The first complication arises from the diversity in rev-
enue per user for ethical publishers — there is no single
number that can serve as our baseline. Furthermore, the
vast difference between publisher sizes (ranging from indi-
vidual blog sites to multi-billion dollar companies) massively
skews the data. Surprisingly, we found from data collected
at a large ad network, that the revenue per user for a di-
verse set of manually-verified ethical publishers (including
a search engine, several blog sites, a content portal, an e-
commerce website, and a job listings site) all fall within a
narrow range on a log scale, while that for many well-known
click-spammers lies well outside this range. Viceroi thus uses
an expected log-revenue range per user (learned dynamically
from labeled data) as its baseline for ethical publishers.

The second complication arises from click-spammers using
a mix of ethical and unethical ways of generating clicks to
disguise their operation. For instance, a click-spammer may
acquire some organic traffic and supplement it with bot traf-
fic, in effect lowering his overall revenue per user. To account
for this, instead of using a single number, Viceroi compares
the distribution or revenue per user against a baseline distri-
bution. As illustrated in Figure 2, the expected log-revenue
range is expressed as a band around the baseline distribu-
tion. The figure is an idealized illustration (for clarity) based
on actual log data. In the figure, the solid green lines repre-
sent ethical publishers and the shaded region represents the
band around this baseline. The verified ethical publishers,
we found, agree not only on the log-revenue range, their dis-
tributions are fully contained within the band as well. While
many click-spammers fall outside the band either entirely or
in parts. An ad network can choose to either discount clicks
outside the band, or all clicks from a given publisher.

4.3 Detailed Design
Viceroi has two components: i) an offline part that an-

alyzes (past) click logs over multiple timescales to identify
click-spammers and regions in their revenue per user dis-
tribution that are anomalous, and ii) an online part that
identifies whether a given click would fall in the anomalous
region (thus allowing that click to be discounted at billing
time).

Inputs. Viceroi requires ad click logs that contain the
publisher, user, and revenue for each click. In practice we
have found good results for as little as two weeks of past click
logs. Viceroi also requires a small diverse set of publishers
(around 10) to be identified as ethical publishers, which are
used to determine the baseline.

Algorithm. Viceroi performs the following steps in order.

1. For each publisher-user pair, Viceroi computes the log
of the sum of ad click revenues generated by the given
user on the publisher’s site.

2. For each publisher, Viceroi sorts the per-user log-revenue
sums and retains a vector of N quantile values. Recall
that quantile values are sampled at regular intervals
from the probability distribution function (PDF) of a
random variable. In our evaluation we found N = 100
to offer good performance before diminishing returns
kicks in.

3. For the baseline, Viceroi computes the point-wise av-
erage of the quantile vectors for the given set of ethical
publishers.

4. Finally, for each publisher Viceroi computes the point-
wise difference between the publisher’s quantile vector
and the baseline quantile vector. The publishers click-
spam score is simply the L1 norm of the difference
vector (i.e., sum of the N point-wise differences).

Given a threshold τ (which characterizes the width of
the band around the baseline), if the click-spam score is
higher than Nτ the publisher is flagged, and all quan-
tile points where the point-wise difference exceeds τ is
recorded for use in the online component.

5. In the online component, whenever an ad is clicked,
Viceroi checks if the publisher is flagged and the user
clicking the ad falls in the flagged quantile region. If
so, the click is discounted.

Automatic Parameter Tuning (τ). To automatically learn
the optimal value for τ , the ad network configures a tar-
get false-positive rate (e.g., 0.5%) and provides some la-
beled data that contain both positive and negative click-
spam cases. The labeled data may be a combination of
manual investigations conducted by the ad network, high-
confidence output from existing ad network filters, other
sources of ground-truth e.g., Bluff ads [10], etc. Viceroi then
performs a parameter sweep for different values of τ and
picks the one that maximizes the number of clicks flagged
given the hard constraint on false-positives.

5. DEPLOYMENT AND EVALUATION
We partnered with a major ad network to deploy and eval-

uate our approach. The ad network serves ads to many pub-
lishers that cater to both general and niche audiences. The
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Figure 3: Performance characteristics of Viceroi, viewed through different lenses, as we perform a sweep over threshold values. Arrow
marks the threshold picked by out auto-tuning algorithm given a maximum acceptable false-positive rate of 0.5%.

Figure 4: Bluff ad that we ran to augment the ad network’s
ground-truth heuristic with active measurements.

ad network has two tiers of publishers: premium publishers
(bound by contracts and SLAs), and self-serve publishers
where anyone can sign-up.

Data. We use the premium publishers as our set of eth-
ical publishers to establish Viceroi’s baseline. Viceroi an-
alyzed logs containing millions of ad click records covering
a three week period in January 2013. Each ad click record
contains the publisher, user, revenue, and whether the ad
network’s internal ground-truth heuristic considered it click-
spam. Overall, the raw dataset covers thousands of unique
publishers and millions of unique users.

We augmented the ad network’s internal ground-truth
heuristic using Bluff ads [10]. Bluff ads are ads with nonsense
content (e.g., Figure 4). Few, if any, users are expected to
intentionally click on bluff ads. And since bluff ads haven’t
been adopted yet by any major ad network, click-spam at-
tacks have not yet evolved to avoid them [4]. We ran bluff
ads after we found Viceroi flagging many publishers that
the ad network’s ground-truth heuristic did not flag. After
manual investigation (with some help from the ad network),
we determined the flagged publishers were indeed engaging
in click-spam, and we went about acquiring ground-truth
through Bluff ads to fill gaps in the ad network’s labeling.
Overall our bluff ads had over 4.3M impressions and at-
tracted 7K clicks from 5.6K unique IP addresses and 5.8K
unique referring domains.

Lastly, we use internal ad network metrics on the per-
formance of nearly hundred existing filters along two axis:
quality and quantity. The lower the false positive score, the
higher the quality. And the more clicks flagged, the higher
the quantity. We use this to benchmark Viceroi against the
industry’s state-of-the-art.

Parameters. The only parameter in our approach is the
maximum acceptable false positive rate (used for automati-
cally tuning the threshold τ ). We perform a full parameter
sweep in our evaluation. The ad network indicated it is
comfortable with a false-positive rate around 0.5%, i.e., the
network is willing to not charge for 0.5% of valid clicks, in
effect giving advertisers a 0.5% discount across the board

as long as Viceroi demonstrates significantly higher true-
positive rates.

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate our approach against
standard metrics for evaluating binary classifiers — true
positive rate, false positive rate, precision, and recall. A
true positive (TP) is when both Viceroi and ground-truth
flags a publisher as click-spam; a true negative (TN) is sim-
ilarly when both flag it as not click-spam. A false positive
(FP) is when Viceroi flags a publisher as click-spam while
the ground-truth does not, and vice-versa for false negative
(FN). We take the conservative approach and count all mis-
classifications against Viceroi even though we are aware that
the ground-truth data is not perfect.

We additionally rank Viceroi’s performance against exist-
ing ad network filters.

Evaluation. Figure 3 shows the performance character-
istics of our approach through various lenses. Each graph
conducts a parameter sweep on the threshold value τ . The
arrow in each plot marks the optimal value for τ as selected
by our auto-tuning approach given a maximum acceptable
false-positive rate of 0.5%.

Figure 3(a) plots the ROC curve for Viceroi as the thresh-
old parameter is varied. Each point represents some thresh-
old value given a target false positive rate3 (on x-axis); the
y-value is the true positive rate4 at that threshold. The diag-
onal line represents the ROC curve for a completely random
classifier. The ideal operating point is the upper-left corner.
As is evident from the figure, Viceroi performs quite well —
at 0.5% false positive rate, it achieves 23.6% true positive
rate.

Figure 3(b) plots Viceroi’s Precision-Recall curve as the
threshold parameter is varied. Recall (same as true-positive
rate) tracks what fraction of click-spam we catch. Precision5

tracks the fraction of true positives in everything we catch,
i.e., the more false positives we admit for a given recall, the
lower the precision. The ideal operating point is anywhere
close to the top edge6. Our highest precision on the dataset
is 98.6% at a recall of 2.5%. At the operating point chosen
by our tuning algorithm we have a precision of 88.3% and a
recall of 23.6%.

3False positive rate (FPR) = FP

FP+TN
4Recall = True positive rate (TPR) = TP

TP+FN
5Precision = TP

TP+FP
6Note Viceroi complements existing ad network filters. A
false-negative for Viceroi, while sub-optimal, is acceptable
because another filter can still flag it.



Figure 3(c) ranks Viceroi against the existing ad network
filters. The x-value of any point is its quality percentile, i.e.,
the fraction of ad network filters with a higher false positive
rate than that approach. The y-value is similarly the quan-
tity percentile, i.e., the fraction of filters catching fewer clicks
than that approach. The isolated points plot the ranking of
the ad network filters, and the line plots Viceroi’s ranking as
we vary the threshold. The solid gray diagonal lines divide
the plot into three regions: points in the upper-right region
are high performance filters that achieve either high quality
percentile and reasonable quantity percentile, or vice versa.
The middle region has moderate performance filters that
achieve reasonable quality and quantity percentiles. And
the lower-right region has the remaining low performance
filters. The ideal operating point is the top-right corner,
but there is no approach that simultaneously has the best
rank along both the quality and quantity axis. The filter
with the highest quality score has quantity percentile of 12,
while the filter with the highest quantity score has a quality
percentile of 32.

For most threshold values Viceroi operates in the high
performance region of Figure 3(c). At the operating point
chosen by our auto-tuning algorithm, Viceroi has a quality
percentile of 73 and a quantity percentile of 98. There is
only one existing ad network filter in our dataset that per-
forms better than Viceroi (i.e., to the right of the dotted
diagonal line passing through the arrow). The filter targets
a very specific click-spam attack signature in traffic origi-
nating from a particular IP address range.

Overall we find that Viceroi has very good Precision-Recall
and ROC characteristics, and at the operating point picked
by our auto-tuning algorithm ranks among the best existing
ad network filters while being far more general.

6. CASE-STUDIES
Viceroi flagged about several hundred publishers out of

the tens of thousands provided. Working with the ad net-
work we manually investigated around hundred websites as-
sociated with the publishers we flagged. Based on manual
investigations Viceroi appears to have caught at least six
(very) different classes of click-spam (one of which the ad
network had previously not seen an example of), and caught
at least three different publishers in each class. So far we
have manually investigated less than a tenth of the websites
Viceroi flagged. We did not encounter any obvious false
positives out of the publishers we investigated, though there
are several where we do not fully understand their modus
operandi yet.

6.1 Conversion-Spam Enhanced Click-Spam
What: Conversion-spam is a technique used by click-

spammers to increase the potency of their click-spam attacks
as we describe below. Recall from Section 2 that ad conver-
sion events are logged when a user performs some desirable
action on the advertiser’s site, and smart-pricing penalizes
publishers that result in poor conversion rates. Conversion-
spam takes advantage of the fact that smart-pricing, which
reduces the click-spammer’s revenue, relies on the absence
of conversion signals, which simply are HTTP requests ini-
tiated from the user’s browser (Figure 1) that malware can
manipulate.

Conversion-spam. This sets the stage for conversion-spam
as predicted in [29]. A click-spammer who sends clicks, but

not conversions (i.e. buyers), eventually gets smart-priced.
If such a click-spammer were to somehow trigger conversion-
signals on the advertiser’s site, the ad network would be led
to believe that the traffic is of good quality and not activate
the smart-pricing discount, thus resulting in higher profits
for the click-spammer.

Viceroi flagged several websites either confirmed or are
highly likely to be engaging in conversion-spam (based on
the evidence we present below). In fact, Viceroi found three
distinct approaches to committing conversion-spam among
the websites we investigated7. Two of these approaches had
previously not been seen operating in the wild. We have
presented our investigation results to multiple ad networks.

Why high ROI: Conversion-spam disproportionately in-
creases the ROI of any given click-spam approach. This
is because the fraudulent conversion-signals deactivate the
publisher smart-pricing discount for not just the advertiser
that suffered from conversion-spam, but rather for all adver-
tisers whose ads show up on the publisher’s website. Thus,
a small amount of conversion-spam can cause a significant
boost in ROI for the click-spammer. The ingenuity of the
conversion-spam approaches below simply underscores our
insight that click-spammer’s will maximize their profits in
any way they can.

Some that we catch: Proving conversion-spam is hard
because ad networks receive essentially a single-bit conversion-
signal from the advertiser with absolutely no visibility into
what that bit means (i.e., newsletter sign-up or actual sale).
Advertisers typically do not have systems sophisticated enough
to catch conversion-spam in real-time.

We use a novel technique for attracting conversion-spam.
Building upon the Bluff ads approach by Haddadi et al. [10],
we design what we call Bluff forms. Bluff forms are forms on
pages with nonsense content, that ask the user for nonsense
information. These forms are set as the landing page for a
Bluff ad which is known to concentrate click-spam traffic.
Figure 5 shows a screenshot of our bluff form — it asks the
user for nonsensical information: mobile pen number, com-

puter eigen name, and eyelid email on a page titled Computer

Repair via Mobile English that users reach after clicking the
overattached zurlite ad (Figure 4) — in other words, complete
nonsense.734 users submitted our bluff form in 26 days.

We heavily instrumented our bluff form using JavaScript
to gather user activity telemetry and logged all HTTP traffic
to the server that hosted the bluff form. We then manually
investigated the publishers that sent us these users. We
identified three distinct classes of conversion-spam. Viceroi
flagged publishers associated with the domains we received
bluff form submissions from.

Type 1: Mostly-Automated (malware driven). We received
315 and 107 bluff form submissions from traffic coming from
Reeturn.com and AffectSearch.com respectively. Later, in
Section 6.4 we find both these publishers use the ZeroAc-
cess malware for click-spam; the ZeroAccess malware family
is known to embed a browser control that allows the malware
to run JavaScript. The time spent on the bluff form by both
sets of traffic is uniformly distributed between exactly 60s–
160s; it perfectly fits the line 60 + 100x between x = [0, 1]
(with correlation coefficient r = 0.98 for AffectSearch.com
and r = 0.99 for Reeturn.com), i.e., the malware waits ex-
actly 60 + random(100) seconds. After this delay the form is

7We also detected a fourth approach that we are currently
in the process of compiling conclusive evidence about.



Figure 5: Bluff form we used to catch conversion-spam.

submitted without entering any input. We infected a honey-
pot with a ZeroAccess binary we found online and observed
the bot funneling clicks on ads on both AffectSearch.com
and Reeturn.com.

Type 2: Semi-automated (potentially, click farm). We re-
ceived 10 bluff form submissions from a family of parked
domain websites like JJBargains.com. Looking among the
domains associated with this publisher that Viceroi flagged,
we noticed that only a small set of users appear (repeatedly)
to be clicking on ads shown by this publisher, and these users
do not appear to click ads for any other publishers in the
dataset. Interestingly, some (but not all) users present a
malformed user-agent string. All users filled out neatly for-
matted phone numbers for mobile pen number and a neatly
capitalized Caucasian female first names for computer eigen

name; in contrast, most other non-empty submissions on the
bluff form (which we assume were curious users) filled in a
random assortment of characters. Given the small number
of users, clicking ads on a single publisher, filling forms in
a standardized but human-like manner, and presenting mal-
formed user-agent strings, we suspect this publisher is using
a click-farm with custom software that assists human click-
ers in performing click-spam and conversion-spam.

Type 3: Massively crowd-sourced. We flagged some do-
mains associated with an unnamed publisher. We did not
receive Bluff form submissions from this publisher; the ad
network informed us that they had terminated their rela-
tionship with the unnamed publisher before we conducted
our Bluff form experiment. The publisher is a large online
gambling site that offers users free virtual chips if they click
on ads and “fill any forms” on the landing page.

Remedy. Bluff forms are relatively easy to avoid (once
click-spammers wise up to them) and thus are of use only
in the short-term and at small scales to smoke out some in-
stances of conversion-spam. The fundamental problem stok-
ing conversion-spam, however, is its connection to smart-
pricing that creates an economic incentive for conversion-
spam. We believe the best way to root out conversion-spam
is for the smart-pricing algorithm to consider only conver-
sion signals that require the user to actually make a non-
trivial purchase on the advertiser site (similar to the pro-
posal in [13]) since it would create an economic burden for

Figure 6: Buzzdock injecting ads into a search result page. The
original search results are pushed down and an (irrelevant) ad
occupies prime on-screen real-estate even when the search engine
chose to not show any ads for the query.

the click-spammer. Coordinating such a scheme across ad-
vertisers is, however, likely to be challenging.

6.2 Ad Injection
What: Normally the publisher website controls where,

how many, and what ads are shown on that website by
inserting iframes or using JavaScript. An ad injector is a
party unaffiliated with the publisher website that modifies
the website as seen by the user by either inserting ads where
there were none, or by replacing the ads added by the pub-
lisher with ads the ad injector wants to instead show. These
modifications can be done from within the user’s browser (if
the ad injector is a browser plugin), or can be done through
in-network elements that perform deep-packet-inspection.
To the ad network, an ad injector appears as simply an-
other publisher. Any clicks on ads injected by the ad injec-
tor are accounted towards the ad injector’s payout, and the
legitimate publisher whose website was modified makes no
money from the ad click. Phorm and NebuAd (now defunct)
were two for-profit companies that created in-network ad in-
jection middleboxes, deployed by some ISPs, that injected
ads into websites belonging to non-profit organizations [12].
While these in-network ad injectors lost the battle (due to
the ISPs suffering a PR backlash), the battle seems to now
have moved into the users’ browsers.

Why click-spam: By showing ads on a publisher site
where a user expects some other content he is highly likely to
click, ad injectors confuse users (and advertisers end up pay-
ing for it). Consider, for instance, a user searching for acm

membership with the expectation that either the first search
result or the first ad result (chosen by his preferred search
engine) will take him to his intended destination. Because of
the ad injector Buzzdock, he is presented the search-results
page in Figure 6 instead where prime on-screen real-estate
— the position of the first search result — now shows an
entirely irrelevant ad (even when the original search engine
chose to not show any ads for this query). If the user clicks
the first blue link, perhaps reflexively, the advertiser must
pay for a spam click. Other sites where we’ve found Buz-
zdock injecting ads include Amazon and eBay search results
(where the ads are formatted to match the site content, but
take users away from the site after the users intentionally
searched on the shopping site), as well as in search results
on Yelp, YouTube, Wikipedia and other high-traffic sites.



Why high ROI: Ad injectors have an anomalously high
ROI per user because for the traffic acquisition cost of in-
stalling a single browser plugin (25¢ per install [15]) they can
inject ads into prime on-screen real-estate across the entire
web, and collect money from all clicks intentional or not.

Some that we catch: Viceroi flagged traffic from the
following ad injectors:

Buzzdock. Browser plugin typically bundled with freeware
or adware software found online (e.g., PDF readers); in-
stalled by default with the host software8; and not removed
when the host software is uninstalled. Ads are formatted
to match the look-and-feel of the site into which ads are
injected.Wajam and B00kmarks are two others that follow
identical business model as Buzzdock.

Remedy. In the short-term, ad networks for whom these
ad injectors are publishers can filter their clicks (and cut off
their revenue) if the ad injectors are in violation of ad net-
work policy. For ad networks where ad injectors are compli-
ant with policy, PR pressure or advertiser outrage may help
convince these ad networks to change policy (as happened
with ISPs and in-network ad injection). In the long-term,
legal precedent may create a strong disincentive for busi-
ness models that deprive legitimate publishers of advertising
revenue. Towards this end Facebook is currently litigating
against Sambreel Holdings, the company behind Buzzdock
and PageRage, the latter being an ad injector that injected
ads into the Facebook site.

6.3 Search Hijacking
What: Search hijacking refers to some party unexpect-

edly redirecting the user’s search queries away from their
preferred search engine to a page full of ads formatted to
look like search results. The search hijacker earns revenue
from each ad click. The hijacking may be performed through
in-network elements (e.g., ISP DNS servers), in-browser ele-
ments (e.g., plugins and toolbars), or deceiving or confusing
the user into changing their browser search settings.

Why click-spam: Search hijacking hijacks search queries
regardless of whether the search query is navigational (i.e.,
queries for a specific site, e.g., youtube), informational (i.e.,
broad queries with multiple potential intents, e.g., bay area),
or transactional (i.e., queries with commercial intent, e.g.,
san francisco hotel). Navigational and informational queries
(estimated to be 75% [26] of search queries) are hard to
monetize. Advertisers rely on the search engine to not show
their ads for such queries, and reputed search engine use the
opportunity to present a more pleasing user experience by
not showing ads for these queries. Search hijackers, on the
other hand, bombard the user with ads for these queries and
make advertisers pay for the resulting clicks. That said, this
is a gray-area since the user (presumably) read the ad before
deciding to click on it (or so search hijackers argue).

In practice, search hijackers make the situation signifi-
cantly less gray by explicitly increasing the likelihood that
the user will unintentionally click on ads. Not only are the
ads typically shown on a white background mimicking or-
ganic search results (while the convention is to use shaded
backgrounds for ads), accidental clicks anywhere in vast ar-
eas of white-space (see Figure 7) result in an ad click.

8Ad injectors typically argue that users consented to in-
stalling it, however, an overwhelming fraction of users with
ad injectors are either entirely unaware of them or unaware
of what they do. [7]

Figure 7: Search hijacking by the Scour toolbar. Ads (indis-
tinguishable from search results) are shown for queries includ-
ing navigational and informational queries. Accidental clicks on
white-space results in an ad click. For query yutoube, the first
link (an ad) goes to a spyware download.

Why high ROI: Search hijackers get as much traffic as
a legitimate search engine would, but where a legitimate
search engine have far more organic search clicks than ad
clicks, search hijackers extract predominantly ad clicks from
that traffic. Thus for the cost of acquiring a single user,
search hijackers reap orders of magnitude more ad clicks
than a legitimate search engine.

Some that we catch: Viceroi flagged traffic from three
different classes of search hijacking, and multiple publishers
in each class:

Type 1: In-network hijacking (of DNS NX records). Viceroi
flagged traffic from at least two large US ISPs (RoadRunner
by Time Warner Cable, and Cox Communication) where the
DNS servers operated by the ISPs appear to hijack DNS NX
responses (i.e., for non-existent domain names) and redirects
the browser to a search hijack page with the non-existent do-
main as the search query. These queries are, by definition,
navigational queries. The results page is full of (irrelevant)
ads even when the query is an obvious typo for a specific
site.

Type 2: In-browser hijacking (via toolbars). Viceroi flagged
traffic from a number of toolbars that hijack search queries
entered in the browser’s search box or address bar. These in-
clude SmartAddressbar, BenefitBar, CertifiedToolbar, Search-
Nut and many others. They are installed stealthily (bundled
with freeware) and hard to remove. The hijacked search re-
sults could easily be mistaken for a Google search results
page at first glance, with upwards of ten ads and few, if any,
actual search results.

SearchNut is unique in that it combines the DNS NX be-
havior above with in-browser hijacking. If the domain does
not exist, the toolbar intercepts the NX (in the browser) and
redirects the browser to a page laden with ads.

Type 3: Default search hijacking. Viceroi flagged traf-
fic from some sites that present a popup, which if the user
clicks, sets the site as the default search engine for the user.
This includes Scour, Efacts, and ClickShield. These sites
also offer to change the user’s homepage to their search en-
gines.



Remedy. Legitimate competition in web search is good.
However, these “search engines” appear to exist for the sole
purpose of showing ads and not for innovating in web search
(indeed some don’t even show organic results). Any action
a large search ad network might take against them would
likely be construed an act of stifling competition. Adver-
tisers (the parties hurt most by having their ads be shown
for navigational and informational queries) are in a better
position to fix the problem. One approach may be for ad-
vertisers to demand the ability to opt-out from having their
ads being shown by search hijackers.

6.4 Malware, Arbitrage, and Parked Domains
Lastly, Viceroi caught three additional classes of click-

spam driven by malware, arbitrage, and parked domains.
These three classes of click-spam were previously mentioned
in [4] where the authors used ad-hoc techniques to find an ex-
ample of each. Viceroi not only detected these three classes
in a general manner, it flagged traffic from at least three
separate instances of each of these three classes.

Malware. It is well-known that some click-spammers
use infected hosts to click on ads on their site. These click-
spammers have a high ROI because botnets are practically
a commodity. The authors discuss the super stealthy TDL4
botnet in [4]. We flagged traffic coming not only from a
TDL4 botnet, but also from a second botnet called ZeroAc-
cess. We infected a VM with a ZeroAccess malware binary
and found it to be far more aggressive than TDL4 in that
ZeroAccess performed many clicks a day as compared to
TDL4’s stealthy one-click-per-day. ZeroAccess very deliber-
ately striped its clicks across a large number of big and small
ad network, and across many publisher websites. We sus-
pect where TDL4 achieves stealthiness in the time domain,
ZeroAccess does the same by spreading the load. ZeroAc-
cess, which is newer than TDL4, apparently reuses many
TDL4 components [30].

Viceroi flagged clicks from many of the publisher websites
that we noticed our ZeroAccess bot clicking on. This in-
cludes, as mentioned, AffectSearch and Reeturn which have
a 36.11% overlap in users (strongly suggesting that they use
the same botnet). Recall that Viceroi is based purely on ROI
distributions and is entirely oblivious to user overlap; this
overlap thus represents additional validation that Viceroi
is effective. Other websites that Viceroi flagged that have
high overlap with AffectSearch include BuscarLatam9 and
FreeSearchBuddy (78.87% and 40% overlap respectively).

Observe that botnets are becoming a commodity service
as we find large “service providers” catering to a broad cus-
tomer base. This is bound to drive (bot) traffic acquisition
cost down still further, increasing click-spammer profits. In
the next section we simulate some straw-man scenarios in-
volving massive botnets and whether our approach can still
catch them.

Arbitrage. Some click-spammers acquire (cheap) traf-
fic by running ads for low popularity keywords on one ad
network, and then showing clicking users (more expensive)
ads from a different ad network [4]. These click-spammers
manage a high ROI by buying low-cost traffic and selling
high-payout ads. Ad networks penalize publisher websites
that show too many ads on the landing page. This penalty
is manifested as a higher cost-per-click for the advertiser

9A Spanish language search engine that initially frustrated
our investigation attempts due to the language-barrier.

Figure 8: Arbitrage by starprices.co.uk. Original page has no
ads. User sees ads in prime screen real estate when coming in
from ads, along with attractive green buttons.

(in this case, higher traffic acquisition cost for the click-
spammer). The click-spammers get around this penalty
by cloaking their landing page — when the ad network’s
crawler or review teams visit the page the click-spammer
shows a page without ads, but when a user clicks their ads
the page now show (almost exclusively) just ads. Viceroi
flagged clicks from the starprices.co.uk family of websites
(Figure 8), and savingcentral.co.uk family of websites, which
we confirmed to be arbitrage.

Parked Domains. Lastly, parked domain hosting ser-
vices have high ROI because they have minimal traffic acqui-
sition costs — domains are registered by someone else before
they are parked with the provider, the domains receive traf-
fic from users mis-typing (or clicking on links elsewhere on
the web to now-defunct domains), and the provider can serve
dynamically generated ad laden pages for an arbitrary num-
ber of domains from a single server. Viceroi flagged clicks
coming from a large number of parked domains hosted on
Sedo (also called out by [4]), Skenzo, and Parked.com.

7. DISCUSSION
While Viceroi catches a diverse range of existing attacks,

a natural next question is how click-spam may evolve. Given
the insight in Section 4 that click-spammers must have higher
ROI than ethical publishers, the core Viceroi approach (of
comparing publisher revenue per user distributions against
a benchmark set of ethical publishers) we believe will still
be sound, but the finer details like the sensitivity to the
(at-present auto-tuned) τ threshold may increase as click-
spammers accept lower revenues so they can play within the
margins.

Sybil Publishers. To avoid detection by Viceroi, one way
to reduce (apparent) revenue per user is for a publisher to
appear as multiple publishers (Sybils) each making a frac-
tion of the original revenue. Indeed such attempts have been
reported [4]. If the Sybils share the same bank-account to
receive ad network payments, they can be trivially recom-
bined. Acquiring multiple bank-accounts to receive pay-
ments is a high-overhead (and high-risk) task [16].

Sybil Users. Another way to reduce (apparent) revenue
per user is for the click-spammer to make each user he con-
trols appear as multiple users. Note that this approach
does not apply to click-spam mechanisms where the click-
spammer does not have the ability to run arbitrary code



Figure 9: Impact of a click-spammer ethically acquiring traffic.
Viceroi catches the click-spammer as long as more than half the
traffic is click-spam.

from the user’s device (e.g., arbitrage, parked domains, and
in-network search hijacking). Even when the click-spammer
can run arbitrary code, whether he can successfully inflate
the user count depends on how the ad network counts users.
Certain user identifiers like IP addresses are hard to fake10.

Collusion. One way to play within the margins is for the
click-spammer to collude with an ethical publisher. The idea
is for the click-spammer to add ethically-acquired cover traf-
fic to avoid detection. We simulate such an arrangement by
pairing a click-spammer from our dataset with a randomly
chosen ethical publisher from the dataset with roughly the
same number of users. We perform a parameter sweep where
the click-spammer replaces x% of his users with users ac-
quires from the (now no-longer) ethical publisher with x

ranging from 0% to 100%. At x = 0 the simulated publisher
is identical to the original click-spammer and Viceroi flags
it. At x = 100 the simulated publisher is identical to the
original ethical publisher, and Viceroi doesn’t flag it. We are
interesting in learning at what point the transition occurs.

Figure 9 shows the position of the simulated publisher
relative to the auto-tuned value of τ — positions to the
left of τ are flagged by Viceroi as click-spam, and positions
to the right of τ are not. We find that as the simulated
publisher gradually adds more ethically acquired users, his
position drifts closer to the τ threshold, falling right on the
boundary when the simulated publisher has a roughly 50-50
split between ethical clicks and click-spam. As the fraction
of ethical clicks starts dominating, Viceroi stops flagging the
publisher.

We believe this behavior is desirable for the ad network
since it creates a positive incentive for click-spammers to
reform their ways. Where a click-spammer would make no
revenue from click-spam if he were to operate in the shaded
region, if he were to grow his users in line with how an
ethical publisher acquires users, he would exit the shaded
region and start making money (ethically). Over time the

10Note IP spoofing is not an option since all communica-
tion between the user device and the ad network goes over
HTTP, which requires the user device to be able to receive
and respond to inbound TCP packets from the ad network.

Figure 10: Impact of click-spammer growing botnet size.
Viceroi continues to catch the click-spammer up to two orders
of magnitude increase in botnet size.

threshold may be moved farther to the right to further incent
good behavior.

Brute Force. Another way to play within the margins is
for the click-spammer to dramatically increase the size of
the botnet while making the bots click less. This has the
overall effect of increasing fixed-costs while holding revenue
constant, in essence decreasing the revenue per user, which
is necessary for the click-spammer to exit the shaded region
in Figure 2 to avoid getting flagged. To determine how much
larger a botnet the click-spammer needs, we simulate bot-
nets up to 2 orders of magnitude larger than click-spammers
flagged by Viceroi. We are interested in learning how much
head-room is present in Viceroi’s current choice of threshold
τ .

Figure 10 shows the position of the simulated click-spammer
relative to the auto-tuned value of τ . The click-spammer’s
current botnet size (labeled as 1x) is comfortably in the re-
gion flagged by Viceroi. As we increase it by an order of
magnitude, the simulated click-spammer moves closer to the
τ thresholds. With two orders of magnitude larger a bot-
net, the click-spammer is on the borderline. Beyond this
Viceroi’s current choice of τ does not flag the spammer. Note
that in the process the click-spammer’s fixed-costs increases
commensurately by two orders of magnitude while holding
revenue constant; i.e., the click-spammer’s profits drop up to
by 99% in the process. We cannot answer, however, whether
click-spam through botnets will remain economically viable
even after a two orders of magnitude drop in profits. Nev-
ertheless, we believe that the learned threshold τ has suffi-
cient head-room when dealing with significantly larger bot-
nets than today.

8. SUMMARY
In this paper we present Viceroi, a general approach to

catching click-spam. It is designed around the invariant that
click-spam is a business (for click-spammers) that needs to
deliver high ROI to offset the risk of getting caught. We eval-
uate our approach on a large real-world ad-network dataset
and find six different classes of click-spam linked to con-
version fraud, ad injection, search hijacking, malware, arbi-
trage, and parked domains. We additionally find evidence



of many sub-classes of these types including automated and
semi-automated conversion fraud, hijacking through DNS
interception, and find multiple publishers benefiting from
each of these models. The Viceroi approach flags click-spam
through all these mechanisms without any tuning knobs, has
good performance on ROC and precision-recall curves, and
is resilient against click-spammers using larger botnets over
time. Furthermore, our approach is ranked among the best
existing filters deployed by the ad-network today while be-
ing far more general. We additionally present the novel bluff
form technique for catching conversion fraud.
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